Experimental procedures in neuroscience rely on the standpoints that the mind is a functional state of the brain and a clear subdivision among different mental faculties does exist in the cortex. According to cognitive neuroscientists, the term "mind" encompasses just the "cognitive" faculties, such as consciousness, perception, thinking, judgement, memory, leaving apart the "emotional" states. Here, taking into account the powerful tools of the first-order predicate logic, we evaluated whether: a) the mind is a function on the physical brain activity; b) different mental faculties can be reduced to a more general one; c) the division of mental faculties in cognition and emotion holds true. We demonstrated that nervous activity is equivalent to mental faculties and that emotions and cognition do not stand for two separated functions of the mind. This means that, counter to our common-sense belief, cognition and emotions are splitted and every faculty of the mind necessarily displays a counterpart in other ones. We point out how it is possible for condensed mind faculties to be unglued in order to become apparently different functions. Therefore, seemingly different mind faculties turn out to be equivalent, because the same logical framework holds for all the types of brain activities, independent of their boundaries and magnitude.
The issue of the mind has been tackled by different point of views, from philosophy (Descartes, 1637; Avenarius, 1907; Dennett, 1991) to psychology (Ibáñez et al., 2016) and neuroscience (Başar, 2010) . However, there is no universally agreed definition of what its distinguishing properties are. In cognitive neuroscience, the term "mind" refers to a set of "cognitive" faculties (Bosse et al., 2008; Gazzaniga, 2009; Vandekerckhove and Panksepp, 2011) . "Cognition" stands here for the mental functions that give rise to information processing: they embrace consciousness, perception, attention, different types of memory, language, learning, thinking, judgement, action, attitudes and interaction in the physical, material, social and cultural world (George, 2003 ; Almada et al., 2013) . In this framework, the emotions (such as joy, fear, love, hate and so on) (Damasio, 2003) are alleged to be primitive and subjective, and therefore are not encompassed in the definition of the mind as such. Other scientists take into account a more general definition of mind, including all mental faculties (Oron Semper et al., 2016) . They argue that rational and emotional states cannot be separated, because they are of the same nature and origin, and should therefore be considered all part of it as mind. There is a general consensus that the mind is correlated with the nervous activity and function of the brain. Therefore, neuroscientists are used to split the brain activity in different subsets of mental faculties, in order that far apart mental domains interact one each other (Touboul, 2012; Gazzaniga, 2013) . Indeed, neuroscientific experimental procedures generally aim to assess just specific observational domains of the whole mental faculties (Dricu and Frühholz, 2016) . Here we used the powerful tools of the logic, in order to investigate mental functions. Despite scattered skeptical claims (Thagard, 2014) , a logical approach has been proven useful in the assessment of mental issues, through modal logic (Hintikka, 1969) , partial modal logic (Jaspars and Thijsse, 1996) , epistemic logic (Pietarinen, 2003) . Further extensions have been used in neuroscience and phenomenology (Pietarinen, 2004) . This paper overcomes such uncertainty to clarify the application of mathematical logic to neuroscience, by using the tool of a logic model checker named Meth8. It is based on a variant of Łukasiewicz' four valued logic system, recently corrected and named VŁ4 (James, 2015; Goodwin, James, 2016; James, 2016) . With the help of the first-order predicate logic, our aim was to evaluate whether: a) the mind is a function on the brain; b) mental activities can be reduced to just a general one; c) the above mentioned subdivision of mental faculties in cognition and emotion holds true. Our goal was to explore the possibility that every mental faculty necessarily displays a counterpart in other ones. This would lead to a novel scenario, where different mental faculties were able to scatter, collide and combine, merging together in an assessable way. This logical framework, which holds for all the mental faculties of the brain, independent of their peculiar features, resolution, magnitude and boundaries, aims to assess whether cognitions or emotions are dual under logic treatment. The term dual refers to a situation where two seemingly different physical systems turn out to be equivalent: if two phenomena are related by a duality, it means that one can be transformed into the other, so that one phenomenon ends up looking just like the other one (Zwiebach and Barton, 2009 ).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Logic procedure. We mapped categorical subject parts into "literal" variables, through Meth8. We used the 4 propositions < p, q, r, s >. We mapped action relations into respective lists for: connectives < And; Not and; Or; Not or; Equivalent; Not equivalent; Imply; Not imply >; common symbols with ~ for Not as the set { &, ~&, V, ~V, ↔, , →, ←}; one letter symbols in Meth8 as the set { & , \ , + , -, = , @ , > , < }.
We also mapped modifiers in modal operators for possibility and necessity, using the following symbols: common symbols of the lozenge <> and box []; one letter characters in Meth8 as % and #.
Predicate logic has two quantifiers, the existential as "at least one exists" and the universal ∀ as "for all". The quantifiers are based on (the misattributed) Aristotle's Square of Opposition which provably is not bivalent (not exact). However, propositional logic has two modal operators that provably are bivalent (exact) and generally interchange with the two quantifiers, <> for and [] for ∀ .
We also mapped expressions into the format of: named types in order of literal, operator, literal such as p&q; named parts in order of antecedent, connective, consequent.
Application of logic to mental activity. By using propositional logic, we used the following mapping terminology: p = emotion, q = cognition, r = nervous activity of the brain, and s = mental faculty. Therefore, we can write: <p,q,r,s > = < emotion, cognition, nervous activity, mental faculty >. Following this approach, we tackled two main issues: the mental faculty/nervous activity and the emotion/cognition relationships.
Concerning the first issue, related to mental faculty / nervous activity, we asked whether: Concerning the second issue, related to emotion/cognition relationships, it is possible to determine with logic tools which subdivisions are true, if the two following symbolic assignment approaches can apply: a. Is it correct to suspect that the most of such subdivisions are not true (not validated), because we assume this using the null hypotheses.
b. We can determine if: emotion and cognition are linked; how much emotion and cognition are linked; emotion and cognition stand for the same activity.
Therefore, we asked whether: 
RESULTS
Concerning the first issue related to mental faculty/nervous activity relationship, we proved that nervous activity is equivalent to mental faculty, as implied by: nervous activity implying emotion but not cognition, and mental faculty implying cognition but not emotion. Let p = emotion; q = cognition; r = nervous activity; s = mental faculty If nervous activity implies emotion, and mental faculty implies cognition, and nervous activity does not imply cognition, and mental faculty does not imply emotion, then nervous activity is equivalent to mental faculty. [connective]
[consequent]
For technical readers, here follow the truth tables for the antecedent, consequent, and connective result: This is an example of a false antecedent implying an invalidated consequent; nevertheless, the expression is a true implication.
Concerning our second issue (emotion/cognition relationships) we achieved the following results: The first two expressions, although Not validated, are a good baseline strategy to test the veracity of Meth8, and are included here as a demonstration of that fact. This says that we can produce logical discourse about mental issues. The last, crucial question demonstrates that cognition and emotion are two linked mental faculties.
DISCUSSION
Here we demonstrate, based on logical tools, that mental faculties are correlated with nervous activity and that cognition and emotion, although believed to be different functions, nevertheless stand for a sole nervous activity. Therefore, our logical approach suggests a topological duality among different mental faculties, because a general nervous activity of the brain might hold for all the types of spatio-temporal nervous functions, independent of their inter-and intra-level relationships, strength, magnitude and boundaries. A question arises: why, by the standpoint of our natural common-sense experience, are we used to split brain activity in different mental faculties? The answer is straightforward, if we take into account topological arguments. If we depict different mental faculties in guise of abstract geometric shapes taking place in the phase space our physical brain, it is possible to demonstrate that they necessarily have at least a feature in common. Various continuous mappings and projections from a cortical zone to the other lead to generalized versions of the Borsuk-Ulam theorem (BUT) (Borsuk 1933; Krantz, 2009; Tozzi and Peters, 2016a) , which state that a single shape in a given abstract dimension maps to two identical shapes in one dimension higher (Marsaglia, 1972; Peters, 2016) . Brain signals from different mental faculties can be compared, because their two shapes can be assessed at higher-dimensional scales of observation (Tozzi and Peters, 2016b; Peters and Tozzi, 2016a; Weeks, 2002) . For technical readers, see also: Matousek (2003).
In the brain, every sub-region encompasses at least one mental faculty, which can be modeled as a shape (Peters and Naimpally, 2012; Di Concilio, 201). Hence, BUT provides a way to evaluate changes of information among different anatomical and functional brain levels in a topological space. Next, consider Brouwer's fixed point theorem (FPT) (Kellogg et al., 1976) . Su (1997) gives a nice illustration of the FPT: no matter how you continuously slosh the coffee around in a coffee cup, some point is always in the same position that it was before the sloshing began. And if you move this point out of its original position, you will eventually we move some other point in the sloshing coffee back into its original position. In BUT terms, this means that not only we can always find a brain region containing an mental faculty, but also that every mental faculty comes together with another one . This means that we can always find a mental faculty, embedded in a cortical area, which is the topological description of another activity, embedded in another area. Therefore, in topological terms, mental faculties/shapes are continually transforming into new equivalent mental faculties/shapes. They might influence each other by scattering, colliding and combining, to create bounded regions in the brain. Eventually mental faculties' shapes will deform into another, as a result of the collision of a pair of them (Figure) . Let a mental faculty be represented in Fig. A . It evolves over time, as it twists and turns through the outer reaches of another mental faculty. An inkling twisting mental faculty appearing in the neighbourhood of the first one is illustrated in Fig. B . The two faculties' shapes begin interacting, so that the first now has a region of space in common with the second (Fig. C) . As a result of the interaction, they become partially stitched together. The partial absorption of one mental faculty into another is shown in Fig. D, where a very large region of the total brain space occupied by the first faculty is absorbed by the second. The two mental faculties become at first concentric in Fig. E. , then a complete condensed shape is formed in Fig. F . Therefore, we have the birth of a single condensed mental faculty. This is a further instance of the duality principle in mind theories. That is, one mental faculty is the dual of another, provided the first can be deformed into the second. Hence, it is possible for mental faculties with seemingly varying shapes and sizes to stick together and become a condensed mental faculty. For technical readers, the underlying concepts of homotopy equivalence and Edelsbrunner-Harer nerve are provided in: Peters and Inan (2016) and Peters and Naimpally (2012). Our procedure achieves generalizations that allow the assessment of every possible mental faculty. In other words, there exists an assessable and quantifiable correspondence between the single faculties of the mind. By a commonsense point of view, we are used to conceive mind faculties as too far apart ever to communicate with one another, so that activities bounded on distant brain regions would never have direct contact: for example, two apparently opposite brain activities such as emotions and abstraction have apparently very few in common. However, our topological investigation reveals that this scenario is unfeasible, because there must be at least one element in common also among mental faculties that are apparently very distant one each other. Mental faculties will always have elements in common: every one of them does not exist in isolation, rather they are part of a large interconnected whole. This means that the large repertoire of mind faculties can be described in the same topological fashion. Furthermore, the distinction among different coarse-grained levels of mental faculties does not hold anymore, because different nervous activities observed at small, medium and large neural scales turn out to be topologically equivalent.
Figure.
Topological interaction of two shapes, standing for two apparently different mental faculties embedded in the total brain space. A depicts a single mental faculty (e.g., emotions). B: two mental faculties at two different levels. The second shape stand for cognitive faculties. C: interacting mental faculties. D: dual mental faculties. E: concentric mental faculties. F: condensed mental faculty. See text for further details.
